Runs Start 8pm Tuesdays – Visitors Always Welcome ***
Grand Master
: Doner
Joint Masters
: Top Man & Kung Foo Panda
Hare Raiser
: Naked Chef
YPO
: Spanish Mistress
Hash Cash
: Sausage
Horn
: Tequil’Over
On Sec
: Megabit
Scribe
: Ding a Ling
weybridgehash@hotmail.com
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1780
TopMan and Naked Chef
The Saddlers Arms, Send Marsh Road, GU23 6JQ

5th June 2018
SEND

The Saddlers Arms
1781
Lord Tosser of Weybridge
The Stepping Stones, West Humble, RH5 6BS

12th June 2018
WEST HUMBLE

:

The Stepping Stones
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Worzel
Public carpark, Pirbright,
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The Cricketers, The Green, Pirbright GU24 0JT
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1783
Wasser
The Fairmile, Portsmouth Road, KT11 1BW
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The Fairmile
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1784
Dingaling
The Wheatsheaf, 40 Esher Green, KT10 8AG

On-On

:

The Wheatsheaf
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19th June 2018
PIRBRIGHT

26th June 2018
COBHAM

3rd July 2018
ESHER
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1775

Tight Git

@ The Prince of Wales, Westcott

01/05/2018

This little pub car park, gave us a hint of what was to come on our first day of May in England this year ! Tight Git
had some amazing terrain to work with, difficult indeed to join up all the dots to make this Run work a all. But, no
surprise really, he conjured up a quite beautiful run away from Westcott, for a mile, then back, into countless
woodland areas, and off to the famous Wotton Estate, the birthplace in 1620 of the diarist and landscape gardener,
who built the first Italian garden in England here. We ran through the 300 acre estate, lakes, steep hill climb’s, and
hidden routes, forests that dropped into nowhere. Eventually we ran past The Wotton Hatch pub, as we appeared
from the undergrowth, and turned for home, with a mere mile or so to go, with spectacular views down the valleys,
too good to describe here ! An Eagle flying past would have been, a fitting tribute to this fabulous run !
Also, the then very famous English actor from ‘Gone with The Wind’ Lesley Howard lived in the 6 bedroom
farmhouse, Stowe Maries, the 16th century home on the edge of Westcott, Guests included Bette Davis and Ingrid
Bergman, both sent by his wife to stay at The Crown pub for obvious reasons ! Anyway, tonight, Mother Brown was
in town, and Colonel Knob Cheese who said it was 6.89 miles, He who was lucky to retain his K…nackers, when
Kebab stood on a branch which thwacked back underneath him, landing between poor Stuart’s legs, and providing
a sharp pain shock. New Family members, may not be arriving too soon ! Fish & Chips, aka Anna came to visit us
from her Dorking home, nice to see you ! Master Bates, and Great Bear. Huge congrats to Top Man & Naked Chef
for completing their 10 K Wolf Run through the mud and assault course, raising a whopping nearly £5,000 from
their 10 strong Team for……..Great Ormond Street Children’s Hospital !!! Hurrah…..what an achievement !
You can still sponsor them… www.justgiving.com/fundraising/west-drayton-team-wolf-run Oh yes, and Dingaling
was banging on, saying of the 1,000 Runs he’s done, this was one of his Top 5. Note please AGM members, get
voting. A cracking night, out in The beautiful Surrey Hills. More amazing news from afar, our Jo Hornsey, is basking
in -10 degrees at night, sleeping on Khumbu glacier, as she studies rock formations, at a similar height to Everest
Base Camp, she is camped on Gorakshep, Everest. Check her out on Facebook……amazing work, well done Jo !
Collecting samples from a glacier named Changri Nup. On On ………so on that note, let’s get running next week,
please…EVERYONE ! xx

1776

Kebab

@ The Hurtwood Inn, Peaslake

08/05/2018

A journey to anywhere that is named Walking Bottom has got to be intriguing eh ? This pub and restaurant nestled
in between the foothills of The Hurtwood, brings you peace and tranquillity, away from all the noise of modern life.
3,000 acres of outstanding natural beauty. Our Hare Kebab, chose a delightful location for this run, but got black
marked at the start, when just the 10 of us set off in all directions looking for flour, and just came to a halt. Hare,
please note, give us a hint to get us going next time, we are keen to be here ! We spent a good hour and a quarter
enjoying the many surprises of The Hurtwood, the first of which was, we were running on Greensand, the whole
time, which is a mineral called Glauconite, found on the ocean floor !
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Secondly, this is the largest area of common land in Surrey, but it is not public property. It has been owned in the
greater part for over 500 years by the Bray family, given by Henry VII because he found the Crown of Richard III in a
thorn bush on Bosworth Field ! To this day,run by the Lords of the manor of Albury, Shere and Ockley.
Other friends tonight were, heather, gorse, broom and bracken, and the nice surprise of blueberry bushes,
carpeting the woods and hills. The Scots Pine is very common here, after being brought down from the East coast
of Scotland, at the end of the Eighteenth century. Our run was picturesque to say the least, the views particularly
from Holmbury Hill were a treat ! thanks Alan ! 90 years ago, Reggie Bray granted a ‘Right to Roam’ to the public,
one of the first Estates to do so, and we are still enjoying those benefits today ! Where were you All tonight ?, a
long way here for sure, but it was well worth it, and once back in the pub, we savaged the chips, and guzzled the
beers. Well done to All that did turn up, a treat indeed. On On !

1777

Pig Pen

@ The William the IV, West Horsley

15/05/2018

Our journey into leafy Surrey led us up the hill to Sheepleas car park with our top Hare, Pig Pen ready to guide us
round. There was so much greenery, it felt like you needed an RHS Wisley pass to get in here ! Off in to the woods
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we went, and that is really where we spent the next hour or so, up many inclines, and down the other sides, a super
route to be expected from Matt.
Sadly, the beech woodlands here, were all but destroyed by the Great Storm of 1987, so this area has done well to
recover it’s beauty. Regeneration has resulted in much planting with Beech, Wild Cherry and Ash trees spread far
and wide. A lovely bright evening, gave us a chance to see this Nature Reserve in all it’s glory. The three main areas
of our run were Angel Clump at the beginning, leading into Green Dene Plantation, and then Weston Wood, on the
way back, a real treat, thankyou very much Matt ! Not quite as hilly as last week in Peaslake. Our reward back down
the slight hill, into the Street, and The King William IV welcomed us, voted one of the Top Ten pubs in Surrey, by
Surrey Life readers. Visitors, tonight were Machinist and Annie, and would you believe it, Spanish Mistress and
Sodden Assets returned from their Italian adventures, brown as chocolate, and looking even younger ! Also, The Pro,
from his Guildford home, came out to run with us again,welcome. Summer is here, so do not miss out on these
beautiful areas for you to visit with us for free ! On On you Hashers !

1778

Ard’on Procatur

@ Edmund Tylney, Ashtead

22/05/2018

This was a nice surprise, as just 10 good men and true congregated outside the pub for the start and our Hare, Ard
‘on Provocateur conjured a masterly run, bang on 10K, around some fabulous local scenery, a clever route indeed,
well done ! Even seeing a rare bird in the river, a Little Egret only seen in the UK since 1995. We saw it, as we ran
over the Grade 2 listed, Leatherhead bridge with countless insects, resting in the sunset on the concrete bridge
topping. We disappeared into the distance, even running past Michael Caine’s house, on the way back ! I think this
can be considered Ard’on’s best run, even though seven of us could not find the flour after we had crossed the
motorway bridges ! Spanish Mistress and Sodden Assets arrived after finally finding somewhere to park their car.
Meanwhile Master Bates, drove his Merc, down the one way street, the wrong way, right outside the pub, I ask you
! Mother Brown was full of fun tonight, our Grand Mistress, Ruth was ‘ere with Jonathan, Tight Git, Kebab, Pig Pen,
Wasser and Great Bear, fourteen of us in all, as Andrew does not make it into the pub. Megabit has fallen for the
toy Camper van in the pub, and see the beautiful photo of the stream that Ruth took, on Facebook. A real sprawling
pub this, full of character, and remarkably cheap beers, including Windsor & Eton’s Windsor Knot, and lagers,
thanks Wetherspoon’s, even selling our Hare, some onion rings to go with the chips. Super, rewarded we were.
You are missing out on Summer bigtime, so get ready for running next Tuesday night, wash those trainers !
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1779

The Great Bear (Pig Pen)

@ The King William IV, Mickleham

29/05/2018

This quaint little slice of history, set on steep Byttom Hill, was our starting point on a muggy summer’s night. Drama
at the start, which is always good, our Hare Great Bear, had been distracted by the day’s event’s and not had time
to set the Run. Step forth, his Guardian Hasher, Pig Pen, aka Mr Reliable Matt, who was busy setting the run as we
arrived, brilliant ! Off we galloped up hill, no surprise there, and round and up, and down. Headley Warren Nature
Reserve, and crisscrossing the A24, before climbing Box Hill again. We arrived at Whitehill National Trust car park,
after running through Juniper Bottom…..careful ! Then, our clever Emergency Hare, sent us up, just the 180 big
wooden steps, and steep ones too to reach the top of the next hill, phew. On our way back down again, we slip
slided a bit, even seeing a rusted car upside down, on the hillside. We made it safely back to the pub, and into the
cosy nook we went. The kind barman, heated big bowls of chips for us, which Great Bear kindly ordered, plus
delicious onion rings, and bowls of gravy to boot, wey hey ! Pig Pen deserves, a few pints for this cracking run, and
Megabit too for chasing down the hill, at closing time to give Dingaling his mobile, how kind ! Another adventure
conquered, with pretty much, beautiful views from every angle, overlooking Dorking. Plus nature decreed, we
would run past a lot of Roman snails, the bigger much rarer ones. Come on Weybridge Hashers, where are you All,
it is almost Midsummer ! On On.
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